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The British Army Of The Crimea Men At Arms
*Includes pictures *Includes contemporary accounts *Includes online resources and a
bibliography for further reading "Believe me, nothing except a battle lost can be half so
melancholy as a battle won." - The Duke of Wellington at Waterloo Today, the British Army is
one of the most powerful fighting forces in the world. Its highly trained professional soldiers are
equipped with the most advanced military technology ever made. Its international interventions,
while controversial both at home and abroad, are carried out with incredible professionalism
and little loss of life among British servicemen and servicewomen. Naturally, the history and
traditions behind this army are also impressive. Britain has not been successfully invaded in
centuries. Its soldiers once created and defended a global empire, and during the Second
World War, it was one of the leading nations standing against the brutal Axis forces, leading
the way in the greatest seaborne invasion in military history. But it was not always like this. For
most of its history, Britain was a patchwork of competing nations. England, the largest of its
constituent countries, was often relatively weak as a land power compared with its European
neighbors. Moreover, Britain's armies, like those of the other European powers, were neither
professional nor standing armies for hundreds of years. The 18th century was a tumultuous
period for the British army, one often overlooked in popular accounts of British history. It began
with the formal unification of Britain-a period of great success for the nation's armies-led by one
of Britain's greatest generals, the Duke of Marlborough. This was followed by a period of global
activity and military reform as the British Empire expanded. Though naval power played a
greater part in this success, it led to new obligations and challenges for the army. Even as the
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empire soared to new heights, the 18th century was one that was initially marked by triumph
but ended in failure and decline. The late 1770s and early 1780s brought about a disastrous
war for control of the American colonies, during which the British Army was ultimately defeated
by colonial militiamen allied with French forces. In the aftermath came a period of decline and
complacency, leaving the nation ill-prepared for war with Napoleon and France. Wellington
famously referred to his men as the scum of the earth, even as he took pride in their skill and
successes. This was an army that took rough material and shaped it into something refined
and effective. The demoralized army emerging after the American Revolution became
something new and powerful, respected around the world, giving Britain its era of greatest
glory. Ironically, the army was a victim of its own success. After having proven its strength
against Napoleon and emerging as one of the most respected military and political players in
Europe, the British Army took a backseat to what its leaders considered more pressing needs,
even as the soldiers were relied on to be garrisoned in colonies across the world. As the
Industrial Revolution took hold, its factories and mines drove a staggering period of economic
and technological growth. A global empire, supported by the might of the Royal Navy, provided
the raw materials and markets the economy needed, as well as military bases and political
influence in every corner of the globe. Success was a self-fulfilling prophecy, and Britain's
economic and military might let the nation expand its power, absorbing more territory and
resources. This ensured the need for a substantial army, as well as the need for the resources
to maintain it, but it was not all smooth sailing. There were challenges to be met and periods of
complacency to overcome. This book examines the history of the British Army during some of
history's most pivotal eras. Along with pictures and a bibliography, you will learn about the
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British army like never before.
This collection of essays examines the evolution of the British Army during the century-long
Pax Britannica, from the time Wellington considered its soldiers 'the scum of the earth' to the
height of the imperial epoch, when they were highly-respected 'soldiers of the Queen'. The
British Army during this period was a microcosm and reflection of the larger British society. As
a result, this study of the British Army focuses on its character and composition, its officers and
men, efforts to improve its efficiency and effectiveness and its role and performance on active
service while an instrument of British Government policy.
In 1984 the first edition of the British Army Guide was published and in May 2011 the 12th
edition will be on sale. This invaluable information resource which deals with all aspects of
British Army organization, recruitment and training, has been extremely popular with service
personnel, the defense industry, military libraries and other groups who are interested in the
British Army worldwide. Copies can be seen on desks throughout the UK Ministry of Defense
and it would be fair to say that almost every foreign defense attach in London has a copy in his
briefcase. Chapters include a Defense Overview; Army Organization; International
Commitments; Armor, Infantry, Artillery, Army Aviation, Engineers, Communications and
Combat Service Support; Units of the Army; Recruiting and Training; Reserve Forces plus a
final Miscellaneous Chapter which deals with a number of items essential to understanding
How the British Army functions on a daily basis. Lavishly illustrated throughout there is no
comparable publication available on the market.
Following the end of the Second World War, the main mission of the British Army in Palestine
was to contain Jewish attacks and illegal immigration while the fate of the Mandate was being
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decided. This book is a record of the British Army during the final year of the Mandate and its
impact on the course and outcome of the 1948 War. With the decision of the UN General
Assembly on 29th November 1947 to partition Palestine and the anticipated eruption of intercommunal violence, the Army was made responsible for the maintenance of law and order
throughout Palestine until the termination of the Mandate on 15th May 1948. These crucial
months are considered from the point of view of the ranks of the British Army, soldiers and field
commanders rather than that of generals and statesmen. It makes extensive use of memoirs,
contemporary writing and private diaries, as well as archival material and regimental journals.
Subjects such as regimental culture and leisure activities are explored in addition to operations
and peace-keeping. The book offers an important contribution to the history of the Middle East,
and readers interested in political science, the history of the British Army, military history,
Palestine and Israel will find in this book a new and innovative view of the 1948 War.
The regular Mounted Infantry was one of the most important innovations of the late Victorian
and Edwardian British Army. Rather than fight on horseback in the traditional manner of
cavalry, they used horses primarily to move swiftly about the battlefield, where they would then
dismount and fight on foot, thus anticipating the development of mechanised infantry tactics
during the twentieth century. Yet despite this apparent foresight, the mounted infantry concept
was abandoned by the British Army in 1913, just at the point when it may have made the
transition from a colonial to a continental force as part of the British Expeditionary Force.
Exploring the historical background to the Mounted Infantry, this book untangles the debates
that raged in the army, Parliament and the press between its advocates and the supporters of
the established cavalry. With its origins in the extemporised mounted detachments raised
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during times of crisis from infantry battalions on overseas imperial garrison duties, Dr Winrow
reveals how the Mounted Infantry model, unique among European armies, evolved into a
formalised and apparently highly successful organisation of non-cavalry mounted troops. He
then analyses why the Mounted Infantry concept fell out of favour just eleven years after its
apogee during the South African Anglo-Boer War of 1899-1902. As such the book will be of
interest not only to historians of the nineteenth-century British army, but also those tracing the
development of modern military doctrine and tactics, to which the Mounted Infantry provided
successful - if short lived - inspiration.
This is a fascinating new insight into the British army and its evolution through both large and
small scale conflicts. To prepare for future wars, armies derive lessons from past wars.
However, some armies are defeated because they learnt the wrong lessons, fighting new
conflicts in ways appropriate to the last. For the British Army in the twentieth century, the
challenge has been particularly great. It has never had the luxury of emerging from one major
European war with the time to prepare itself for the next. The leading military historians show
how ongoing commitments to a range of ‘small wars’ have always been part of the Army’s
experience. After 1902 and after 1918 they included colonial campaigns, but they also
developed into what we would now call counter-insurgency operations, and these became the
norm between 1945 and 1969. During the height of the Cold War, in 1982, the Army was
deployed to the Falklands. Since 1990 the dominant tasks of the Army have been peace
support operations. This is an excellent resource for all students and scholars of military
history, politics and international relations and British history.
The book outlines how class is single most important factor in understanding the British army
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in the period of industrialisation. It challenges the 'ruffians officered by gentlemen' theory of
most military histories and demonstrates how service in the ranks was not confined to 'the
scum of the earth' but included a cross section of 'respectable' working class men. Common
soldiers represent a huge unstudied occupational group. They worked as artisans, servants
and dealers, displaying pre-enlistment working class attitudes and evidencing low level class
conflict in numerous ways. Soldiers continued as members of the working class after
discharge, with military service forming one phase of their careers and overall life experience.
After training, most common soldiers had time on their hands and were allowed to work at a
wide variety of jobs, analysed here for the first time. Many serving soldiers continued to work
as regimental tradesmen, or skilled artificers. Others worked as officers' servants or were
allowed to run small businesses, providing goods and services to their comrades. Some,
especially the Non Commissioned Officers who actually ran the army, forged extraordinary
careers which surpassed any opportunities in civilian life. All the soldiers studied retained much
of their working class way of life. This was evidenced in a contract culture similar to that of the
civilian trade unions. Within disciplined boundaries, army life resulted in all sorts of low level
class conflict. The book explores these by covering drinking, desertion, feigned illness, self
harm, strikes and go-slows. It further describes mutinies, back chat, looting, fraternisation,
foreign service, suicide and even the shooting of unpopular officers.

Historian John Buckley offers a radical reappraisal of Great Britain’s fighting forces
during World War Two, challenging the common belief that the British Army was no
match for the forces of Hitler’s Germany. Following Britain’s military commanders and
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troops across the battlefields of Europe, from D-Day to VE-Day, from the Normandy
beaches to Arnhem and the Rhine, and, ultimately, to the Baltic, Buckley’s provocative
history demonstrates that the British Army was more than a match for the vaunted Nazi
war machine.div /DIVdivThis fascinating revisionist study of the campaign to liberate
Northern Europe in the war’s final years features a large cast of colorful unknowns and
grand historical personages alike, including Field Marshal Sir Bernard Montgomery and
the prime minister, Sir Winston Churchill. By integrating detailed military history with
personal accounts, it evokes the vivid reality of men at war while putting long-held
misconceptions finally to rest./DIV
This is a major new history of the British army during the Great War written by three
leading military historians. Ian Beckett, Timothy Bowman and Mark Connelly survey
operations on the Western Front and throughout the rest of the world as well as the
army's social history, pre-war and wartime planning and strategy, the maintenance of
discipline and morale and the lasting legacy of the First World War on the army's
development. They assess the strengths and weaknesses of the army between 1914
and 1918, engaging with key debates around the adequacy of British generalship and
whether or not there was a significant 'learning curve' in terms of the development of
operational art during the course of the war. Their findings show how, despite
limitations of initiative and innovation amongst the high command, the British army did
succeed in developing the effective combined arms warfare necessary for victory in
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1918.
The British Army's involvement in the Crimean War of 1854-56 is often remembered
only for the ill-advised 'charge of the Light Brigade' during the battle of Sevastopol as
memorialized in Tennyson's poem. Nevertheless, the British Army, together with the
French and Turkish armies, posed a formidable threat to Russia's expansionist
ambitions. This book examines the uniforms of the various branches of the British Army
involved in the conflict, including general officers and staff, artillery, infantry and the
most colourful branch of all the cavalry. Numerous illustrations, including rare
contemporary photographs depict the army's uniforms in vivid detail.
Historians have long understood that books were important to the British army in
defining the duties of its officers, regulating tactics, developing the art of war, and
recording the history of campaigns and commanders. Now, in this groundbreaking
analysis, Ira D. Gruber identifies which among over nine hundred books on war were
considered most important by British officers and how those books might have affected
the army from one era to another. By examining the preferences of some forty-two
officers who served between the War of the Spanish Succession and the French
Revolution, Gruber shows that by the middle of the eighteenth century British officers
were discriminating in their choices of books on war and, further, that their emerging
preference for Continental books affected their understanding of warfare and their
conduct of operations in the American Revolution. In their increasing enthusiasm for
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books on war, Gruber concludes, British officers were laying the foundation for the
nineteenth-century professionalization of their nation's officer corps. Gruber's analysis
is enhanced with detailed and comprehensive bibliographies and tables.
This is the first serious analysis of the combat capability of the British army in the
Second World War. It sweeps away the myth that the army suffered from poor morale,
and that it only won its battles thorugh the use of 'brute force' and by reverting to the
techniques of the First World War. David French analyses the place of the army in
British strategy in the interwar period and during the Second World War. He shows that
after 1918 the General Staff tried hard to learn the lessons of the First World War,
enthusiastically embracing technology as the best way of minimizing future casualties.
In the first half of the Second World War the army did suffer from manifold weaknesses,
not just in the form of shortages of equipment, but also in the way in which it applied its
doctrine. Few soldiers were actively eager to close with the enemy, but the morale of
the army never collapsed and its combat capability steadily improved from 1942
onwards. Professor French assesses Montgomery's contributions to the war effort and
concludes that most important were his willingness to impose a uniform understanding
of doctrine on his subordinates, and to use mechanized firepower in ways quite
different from Haig in the First World War.
Based upon a combination of official papers, private papers and personal
reminiscences, and upon research in the National Archives, regimental museums and
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collections, and other depositories, this book challenges the assumptions of both the
exponents and detractors of the regimental system. The author shows that there was
not one, but several, regimental systems and he demonstrates that localized recruiting
was usually a failure. Many regiments were never able to draw more than a small
proportion of their recruits from their own districts. He shows that regimental loyalties
were not a primordial force; regimental authorities had to create them and in the late
nineteenth century they manufactured new traditions with gusto, whilst in both world
wars regimental postings quickly broke down and regiments had to take recruits from
wherever they could find them. French also argues that the notion that the British army
was bad at fighting big battles because the regimental system created a parochial
military culture is facile.
Reproduction of the original: A History of the British Army by J.W Fortescue

The Changing of the GuardThe British Army Since 9/11
When Americans declared independence in 1776, they cited King George III "for
quartering large bodies of armed troops among us." In Quarters, John Gilbert
McCurdy explores the social and political history behind the charge, offering an
authoritative account of the housing of British soldiers in America. Providing new
interpretations and analysis of the Quartering Act of 1765, McCurdy sheds light
on a misunderstood aspect of the American Revolution. Quarters unearths the
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vivid debate in eighteenth-century America over the meaning of place. It asks
why the previously uncontroversial act of accommodating soldiers in one's house
became an unconstitutional act. In so doing, Quarters reveals new dimensions of
the origins of Americans' right to privacy. It also traces the transformation of
military geography in the lead up to independence, asking how barracks changed
cities and how attempts to reorder the empire and the borderland led the
colonists to imagine a new nation. Quarters emphatically refutes the idea that the
Quartering Act forced British soldiers in colonial houses, demonstrates the
effectiveness of the Quartering Act at generating revenue, and examines aspects
of the law long ignored, such as its application in the backcountry and its role in
shaping Canadian provinces. Above all, Quarters argues that the lessons of
accommodating British troops outlasted the Revolutionary War, profoundly
affecting American notions of place. McCurdy shows that the Quartering Act had
significant ramifications, codified in the Third Amendment, for contemporary
ideas of the home as a place of domestic privacy, the city as a place without
troops, and a nation with a civilian-led military.
Between 1945 and 1957, West Germany made a dizzying pivot from Nazi bastion
to Britain's Cold War ally against the Soviet Union. Successive London
governments, though often faced with bitter public and military opposition, tasked
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the British Army of the Rhine (BAOR) to serve as a protecting force while
strengthening West German integration into the Western defense structure. Peter
Speiser charts the BAOR's fraught transformation from occupier to ally by looking
at the charged nexus where British troops and their families interacted with
Germany's civilian population. Examining the relationship on many levels,
Speiser ranges from how British mass media representations of Germany
influenced BAOR troops to initiatives taken by the Army to improve relations. He
also weighs German perceptions, surveying clashes between soldiers and
civilians and comparing the popularity of the British services with that of the other
occupying powers. As Speiser shows, the BAOR's presence did not improve the
relationship between British servicemen and the German populace, but it did
prevent further deterioration during a crucial and dangerous period of the early
Cold War. An incisive look at an under-researched episode, The British Army of
the Rhine sheds new light on Anglo-German diplomatic, political and social
relations after 1945, and evaluates their impact on the wider context of European
integration in the postwar era.
From longbow, pike, and musket to Challenger tanks, this stimulating and
informative book recounts the history of the British army from its medieval
antecedents to the present day. Battles, commanders, campaigns, organization,
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and weaponry are all covered in detail within the wider context of the social,
economic, and political environments in which armies exist and fight.
The Army of 1882 had just emerged from the many modernizing reforms effected
between 1856-81. These included: opening of schools of instruction; abolition of
the purchase of commissions; improvements in pay, living conditions and
disciplinary measures and new weapons and tactics. By these later years of the
19th century the British Army had become the policeman of a vast global Empire.
This volume in the acclaimed British Army on Campaign mini-series details the
uniforms, organisation and equipment used in a succession of campaigns across
the face of the globe. Michael Barthorp's splendid text is accompanied by
numerous illustrations including eight colour plates by Pierre Turner.
Learning, innovation and adaptation are not concepts that we necessarily
associate with the British army of the First World War. Yet the need to learn from
mistakes, to exploit new opportunities and to adapt to complex situations are
enduring and timeless. This revealing work is the first institutional examination of
the army's process for learning during the First World War. Drawing on
organisational learning and management theories, Aimée Fox critiques existing
approaches to military learning in wartime. Focused around a series of case
studies, the book ranges across multiple operational theatres and positions the
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army within a broader context in terms of its relationships with allies and civilians
to reveal that learning was more complex and thoroughgoing than initially
thought. It grapples with the army's failings and shortcomings, explores its
successes and acknowledges the inherent difficulties of learning in a desperate
and lethally competitive environment.
The official British Army book on what makes its leadership so successful, and
how to become a better leader yourself - whatever your field. 'An extraordinary
read for any leader. Truly brilliant' General Stanley McChrystal, author of Team of
Teams 'Offers proven tools and strategies ... This excellent book challenges
popular assumptions about British Army leadership, revealing what makes it the
"gold standard"' Matthew Syed, author of Rebel Ideas 'If you want to become a
better leader, read this book' Eddie Jones, England rugby union coach
___________________ The British Army stands or falls on the quality of its
leadership. The stakes couldn't be higher. In The Habit of Excellence, Lieutenant
Colonel Langley Sharp MBE - head of the Centre for Army Leadership, part of
the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst - distils over three centuries of the Army's
experience in the art, science and practice of leadership. Exploring questions that
are fundamental to leadership in any area of life - how to build trust and
cohesion, achieve a balance between control and delegation, and deliver results
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in the face of adversity - the book draws on Lt Col Sharp's own experience and
the latest research in military history, business, sociology, psychology and
behavioural science. We see that leadership is not about the heroic exception,
but the habitual practice of doing what is right, difficult and necessary every
single day to build a team, look after the people in it and work towards the next
objective. This is the first time one of the world's most revered institutions has
given an inside and institutional view on what makes its leadership so effective.
Going far beyond the latest leadership fads, The Habit of Excellence is for any
leader committed to maximising the effectiveness of their teams and unlocking
the potential of their people - and themselves. ___________________ 'Excellent.
It's hard to see how any leader, whatever their field, wouldn't benefit from reading
and rereading it' New Statesman 'Offers lessons for all managers' Financial
Times 'Valuable in any walk of life' General Sir Mike Jackson, former Chief of the
General Staff 'This very readable book uncovers the skills and qualities that have
made Sandhurst a byword for effective leadership. I could not recommend this
exceptional book more' General The Lord David Richards, former Chief of the
Defence Staff 'Comprehensive and clearly written, and provides valuable lessons
for soldiers and civilians alike' Karin von Hippel, Director-General, RUSI 'A terrific
book - one that is full of insights and lessons that will be of enormous value to
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leaders in all fields!' General David Petraeus, former Director of the CIA
OVER 100 APPROVED BRITISH ARMY CHALLENGES
This study analyzes the readiness of the British military establishment for war in
1899 and its performance in the South African War (1899-1902). It focuses on
the career of Field Marshal Paul Sanford, 3rd Baron Methuen, whose traditional
military training, used so effectively in Queen Victoria's small wars, was put to the
test by the modern challenges of the South African War. A subsidiary aim of this
work is to correct and refine the historical consensus that Methuen's campaing in
the South African War was plagued by practical errors and poor judgement. The
South African War was a crucial transitional episode in the history of the British
army. Unlike Great Britain's other expeditions, it required the concentrated
resources of the entire empire. It was a modern war in the sense that it employed
the technology, the weaponry, the communications, and the transportation of the
second industrial revolution.
These essays set the relationship between the Army and society in the context of
the 20th century as a whole. They then consider the key areas of current
controversy - the pressure on the Army caused by changes in society, the Army's
"right to be different", race, homosexuality and gender.
A revelatory, explosive new analysis of the British military today. Over the first
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two decades of the twenty-first century, Britain has changed enormously. During
this time, the British Army fought two campaigns, in Iraq and Afghanistan, at
considerable financial and human cost. Yet neither war achieved its objectives.
This book questions why, and provides challenging but necessary answers.
Composed of assiduous documentary research, field reportage, and hundreds of
interviews with many soldiers and officers who served, as well as the politicians
who directed them, the allies who accompanied them, and the family members
who loved and -- on occasion -- lost them, it is a strikingly rich, nuanced portrait
of one of our pivotal national institutions in a time of great stress. Award-winning
journalist Simon Akam, who spent a year in the army when he was 18, returned a
decade later to see how the institution had changed. His book examines the
relevance of the armed forces today -- their social, economic, political, and
cultural role. This is as much a book about Britain, and about the politics of
failure, as it is about the military.
The work of disbanding the Army began some months before the final conclusion
of the Peace of Utrecht. By Christmas 1712 thirteen regiments of dragoons,
twenty-two of foot, and several companies of invalids who had been called up to
do duty owing to the depletion of the regular garrisons, had been actually broken.
The Treaty was no sooner signed than several more were disbanded, making
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thirty-three thousand men discharged in all. More could not be reduced until the
eight thousand men who were left in garrison in Flanders could be withdrawn, but
even so the total force on the British Establishment, including all colonial
garrisons, had sunk in 1714 to less than thirty thousand men. The soldiers
received as usual a small bounty on discharge; and great inducements were
offered to persuade them to take service in the colonies, or, in other words, to go
into perpetual exile. But this disbandment was by no means so commonplace
and artless an affair as might at first sight appear. One of the first measures
taken in hand by Bolingbroke and by his creature Ormonde was the remodelling
of the Army, by which term was signified the elimination of officers and of whole
corps that favoured the Protestant succession, to make way for those attached to
the Jacobite interest. Prompted by such motives, and wholly careless of the
feelings of the troops, they violated the old rule that the youngest regiments
should always be the first to be disbanded, and laid violent hands on several
veteran corps. The Seventh and Eighth Dragoons, the Thirty-fourth, Thirty-third,
Thirty-second, Thirtieth, Twenty-ninth, Twenty-eighth, Twenty-second, and
Fourteenth Foot were ruthlessly sacrificed; nay, even the Sixth, one of the sacred
six old regiments, and distinguished above all others in the Spanish War, was
handed over for dissolution like a regiment of yesterday. There were bitter words
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and stormy scenes among regimental officers over such shameless, unjust, and
insulting procedure. All these designs, however, were suddenly shattered by the
death of Queen Anne. The accession of the Elector of Hanover to the throne was
accomplished with a tranquillity which must have amazed even those who
desired it most. Before the new King could arrive the country was gladdened by
the return of the greatest of living Englishmen. Landing at Dover on the very day
of the Queen's death, Marlborough was received with salutes of artillery and
shouts of delight from a joyful crowd. Proceeding towards London next day he
was met by the news that his name was excluded from the list of Lords-Justices
to whom the government of the country was committed pending the King's arrival.
Deeply chagrined, but preserving always his invincible serenity, he pushed on to
the capital, intending to enter it with the same privacy that he had courted during
his banishment in the Low Countries. But the people had decided that his entry
must be one of triumph; and a tumultuous welcome from all classes showed that
the country could and would make amends for the shameful treatment meted out
to him two years before. On the 18th of September King George landed at
Greenwich, and shortly afterwards the new ministry was nominated. Stanhope,
the brilliant soldier of the Peninsular War, became second Secretary-of-State;
William Pulteney, afterwards Earl of Bath, Secretary-at-War; Robert Walpole,
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Paymaster of the Forces; while Marlborough with some reluctance resumed his
old appointments of Captain-General, Master-General of the Ordnance, and
Colonel of the First Guards. He soon found, however, that though he held the
titles, he did not hold the authority of the offices, and that the true control of the
Army was transferred to the Secretary-at-War. To be continue in this ebook...
In the third volume of the Famous Regiments of the British Army series, author
Dorian Bond looks at some of the most extraordinary tales of famous British
regiments. This volume includes first-hand accounts of the Carbs, or Carabiniers,
in World War I; the North Staffordshire Regiment, or Black Knots, known for their
profanities and service at Mons, the Somme, Dunkirk, Tunisia, Italy and Burma;
the Middlesex Regiment, or Diehards, who earned their name at Albuerra in
1811; and the Manchester Regiment, which won 14 VCs through their First World
War service.
This book, originally published in 1977 examines in detail the organisation,
training, and personnel of the British Army during the eighteenth century, and
explains how the government policies of containing the enemy and colonial
conquest were achieved. It also illustrates how the Army survived the constant
nervousness of Parliament in reducing its strength after each emergency had
passed. There are specific chapters devoted to the strategies of Marlborough,
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Amherst and Howe and to tactics as displayed at the battles of Ramillies,
Fontenoy, Camden and Guildford Court House.
The fascination with the British involvement in the First World War extends to all
aspects of the conflict. The battles and their outcomes; the armies and their leaders; the
conditions of trench warfare; and the controversies form part of the growing literature
examining every aspect of a war that was to cast a shadow over the rest of the
twentieth century, the effects of which are still being felt today. For the British army, the
cap badge is the most easily identifiable form of insignia. It represents a distillation of
the pride of the regiment, its various battle honors and symbols borne proudly on the
metallic emblem that was worn on all headdress, even within the trenches. Identification
of the cap badge on old photographs is a first, important step in unraveling the military
service of an individual. Cap badges have been collected avidly since they were first
thought of in the nineteenth century. Cap-badge collecting is as popular now as it has
ever been; yet with a growing number of fakes and forgeries, there is a need for a book
that illustrates clearly the main types, and allows the collector and family historian alike
to understand their meaning. Surprisingly, there are no real comprehensive web-based
resources; and the available books (many of which are out of print), are often dull,
arcane and poorly illustrated with grey, muddy images of otherwise spectacular badges.
This book illustrates, for the first time in full color and high quality, images of the main
types of badges used by the British Army in World War I. In addition, contemporary
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illustrations of the soldiers themselves wearing the badges, and the wider importance of
their symbolism, is also included. Employing the skills of an established writer (and
collector) and artist, it provides a unique reference guide for all people interested in the
World War I.
FOLLOWING years of discontent over Home Rule and the Easter Rising, the deaths of
two Royal Irish Constabulary policemen in Soloheadbeg at the hands of the IRA in
1919 signalled the outbreak of war in Ireland. The Irish War of Independence raged
until a truce between the British Army and the IRA in 1921, historical consensus being
that the conflict ended in military stalemate. In A Hard Local War, William Sheeham
sets out to prove that no such stalemate existed, and that both sides were continually
innovative and adaptive. Using new research and previously unpublished archive
material, he traces the experience of the British rank and file, their opinion of their
opponents, the special forces created to fight in the Irish countryside, RAF involvement
and the evolution of IRA reliance on IEDs and terrorism.
This is the first such study of Operation Banner, the British Army's campaign in
Northern Ireland. Drawing upon extensive interviews with former soldiers, primary
archival sources including unpublished diaries and unit log-books, this book closely
examines soldiers' behaviour at the small infantry-unit level (Battalion downwards),
including the leadership, cohesion and training that sustained, restrained and
occasionally misdirected soldiers during the most violent period of the Troubles in
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Northern Ireland. It contends that there are aspects of wider scholarly literatures including from sociology, anthropology, criminology, and psychology - that can throw
new light on our understanding of the British Army in Northern Ireland. It also offers
fresh insights and analysis of incidents involving the British Army during the early years
of Operation Banner, including the 1972 'Pitchfork murders' of Michael Naan and
Andrew Murray in County Fermanagh, and that of Warrenpoint hotel owner Edmund
Woolsey in South Armagh. The central argument of this book is that British Army small
infantry units enjoyed considerable autonomy during the early years of Operation
Banner and could behave in a vengeful, highly aggressive or benign and conciliatory
way as their local commanders saw fit. The strain of civil-military relations at a senior
level was replicated operationally as soldiers came to resent the limitations of waging
war in the UK. The unwillingness of the Army's senior leadership to thoroughly
investigate and punish serious transgressions of standard operating procedures in
Northern Ireland created uncertainty among soldiers over expected behaviour and
desired outcomes. Overly aggressive groups of soldiers could also be mistaken for highfunctioning units - with negative consequences for the Army's overall strategy in
Northern Ireland.
Major General Orde Wingate (1903–1944) was the most controversial British military
commander of the Second World War, and perhaps of the last hundred years. Anglim's
biography fills a significant void in the literature, making extensive use of Wingate's
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papers to place him firmly in the context of the British army of the time.
This is a description of how the Nine Years War affected the British Army, both in its
actual operations in the theatre of war and in its size, operative capacity and costs. This
war brought about radical changes in the sizes and the associated costs of the armies
of Britain, France, Austria and the United Provinces in a relatively short period. For
example, the size of field armies grew from an average of about 25,000 men during the
Thirty Years' War to an average of about 100,000 men in 1695 during the Nine Years
War. The costs of sustaining such huge field forces in terms of food, equipment and
pay brought Britain and France, in particular, fiscal crisis and a shattered economy
respectively, after the peace.
During the Second World War, how were the multitude of items required by the soldiers
in the front line selected, ordered and delivered, and how were they produced? In this
the second volume in her detailed, scholarly study of the army’s logistical system,
Janet Macdonald describes the necessity for central advanced planning for each
expeditionary force as well as those engaged in home defence, and the complex
organization of personnel who performed these tasks, from the government and military
command in London to those who distributed the equipment on the battlefield. Armies
have always required large amounts of material, but by the Second World War the
numbers of men involved had grown exponentially, their equipment had become
mechanized and their deployment was world wide. Elaborate planning and
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administration at every level had to ensure that items of all kinds were collected,
transported and handed out in every theatre of the war. The scale of the operation was
enormous and it had to be performed to critical timetables and was sometimes
threatened by enemy action, and it was vital to the army’s success.
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